Greetings!

Jordan Halevy, MS1, attends Sackler University School of Medicine in Tel Aviv, and founded a BRI chapter there after finding us at an International Students for Liberty (ISFL) conference in Washington, DC.

"You can ignore the healthcare politics, but the politics won't ignore you." ~Jordan Halevy

Jordan and NGM host John Flo discuss the Israeli healthcare system’s development, and how the US healthcare system increasingly mirrors it, as socialized government control encroaches on the patient-doctor relationship.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE PODCAST

IS IT TRUE?

"America has tried free market healthcare, and it’s failed.”

Jordan has been busy shedding a spotlight on US healthcare’s true history...
We love to work with medical students who understand and share about medical freedom!

We love to work with medical students who want to learn more about medical freedom!

If you know a medical student who could benefit from associating with BRI, please use the forward buttons at the end of this email to send them this news.

Sincerely,

Beth Haynes
Medical Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

HELP KEEP BRI'S PODCASTS GOING.

Podcasts are becoming one of today's most powerful tools to reach people. While exercising or commuting to class... people listen to podcasts in many ways, making important information convenient, in a digestible format.

Please donate generously today and help us continue to give medical students information they deserve.

If you join or donate, we'll notify you every anniversary of your donation or membership date.

We'd love to have you join our growing family of supporters.

Join or Donate Today!